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Heterostructures formed by quantum Hall systems and superconductors have recently been shown to support
widely coveted Majorana fermion zero-modes and still more exotic ‘parafermionic’ generalizations. Here we
establish that probing such zero-modes using quantum Hall edge states yields non-local transport signatures that
pave the way towards a variety of novel circuit elements. In particular, we demonstrate quite generally that at low
energies the zero-modes convert chirally moving quasiparticles into oppositely charged quasiholes propagating
in the same direction—that is, they swap the sign of the chiral edge currents. One may then construct new and
potentially useful circuit elements using this ‘perfect Andreev conversion’ process, including superconducting
current and voltage mirrors as well as transistors for fractional charge currents. Characterization of these circuit
elements should provide striking evidence of the zero-mode physics.
Introduction. Non-Abelian anyons provide a fascinating
illustration of Anderson’s ‘more is different’ paradigm [1].
These quasiparticles, which emerge from interacting collec-
tions of ordinary bosons and fermions, produce a ground-
state degeneracy that scales exponentially with the number of
anyons present in the host system. Moreover, braiding the
anyons around one another noncommutatively rotates the sys-
tem’s quantum state within this degenerate manifold. These
remarkable properties have led to great interest in non-Abelian
anyons for use in fault-tolerant quantum information process-
ing devices [2]. Our goal here is to propose another appli-
cation of non-Abelian anyons, namely the construction of un-
usual circuit elements such as transistors for fractional charge,
current/voltage mirrors, and flux-based capacitors.
As a primer, let us first consider a one-dimensional
(1D) topological superconductor [3], obtained when an odd-
channel wire acquires a bulk pairing gap. Suppose that a
1D superconductor breaks up into alternating topological and
trivial domains as in Fig. 1(a) (e.g., by varying the num-
ber of channels spatially along the wire). Here the end-
points of the topological regions realize ‘Ising’ non-Abelian
anyons, which bind Majorana zero-modes that encode a two-
fold ground-state degeneracy per topological segment. Phys-
ically, the degeneracy reflects the fact that each topological
domain can switch its fermion parity without affecting the
energy density—contrary to conventional superconductors.
Numerous sources of 1D topological superconductivity have
been proposed, which involve coupling a bulk superconductor
to systems such as two-dimensional (2D) topological insulator
edges [4], spin-orbit-coupled nanowires [5, 6], magnetic-atom
chains [7, 8], or counterpropagating sets of integer quantum
Hall edge modes [9, 10] (for reviews see Refs. [11–14]).
Among these platforms, the integer quantum Hall architec-
ture most naturally generalizes to fractionalized setups that
harbor richer phenomena stemming from the interplay be-
tween superconductivity and strong correlations. Consider,
for instance, a ‘wire’ synthesized from counterpropagating
fractional quantum Hall edge states separated by a narrow
trench [see Fig. 1(b) for an example at filling ν = 2/3].
This ‘wire’ can acquire a gap either through electron backscat-
tering across the trench or via Cooper pairing. Because
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FIG. 1: (a) Majorana zero-modes γj bind to domain walls separating
topological and trivial segments of a 1D superconducting wire. (b)
‘Parafermion’ zero-modes αj , which represent Z3 generalized Ma-
jorana modes, localize between segments of a trench in a ν = 2/3
quantum Hall state gapped by tunneling and Cooper pairing. In both
cases the zero-modes encode a degeneracy among states with differ-
ent charge Q (mod 2e) on the central region, as labeled in the figure.
the edge states support fractionally charged excitations, the
ends of pairing-gapped regions correspond to exotic non-
Abelian anyons binding generalizations of Majorana zero-
modes [9, 10, 15]. These parafermionic zero-modes [16] en-
code a larger ground-state degeneracy compared to the usual
Majorana case, since here each superconducting-gapped re-
gion can acquire fractional charge without changing its en-
ergy density. Similar effects may arise in other fractionalized
setups [17–21], including quantum Hall bilayers in which in-
terlayer tunneling plays the role of Cooper pairing [22, 23].
In this paper we predict novel non-local transport signa-
tures of Majorana and parafermionic zero-modes in quantum
Hall/superconductor hybrids that, in turn, provide a foun-
dation for the unusual circuit elements mentioned above.
The experiments we propose relate closely to the ‘zero-bias
anomaly’ arising when a single-channel normal lead probes a
Majorana zero-mode in a 1D topological superconductor [24–
32]. In such a setup—sketched in Fig. 2(a)—the Majorana
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2mode is predicted to mediate perfect Andreev reflection as
temperature T and bias voltage V approach zero. That is,
in this asymptotic limit an incoming electron from the normal
lead reflects off of the topological superconductor as a hole
with unit probability, yielding a quantized zero-bias conduc-
tance of 2e2/h. Importantly, this is twice the conductance of
an ideal single-channel wire, with the factor of two arising
because of the added contribution of the reflected hole.
We show that quantum Hall/superconductor hybrids yield
an interesting variation on this transport anomaly, in particular
when the native edge states serve as a lead that probes zero-
modes generated in such setups. The basic transport architec-
ture appears in Fig. 2(b) and contains two new features com-
pared to the 1D topological superconductor problem. First,
in the fractional quantum Hall case the (parafermionic) zero-
mode at the outer trench edge mediates perfect conversion
of incoming quasiparticles carrying fractional charge e∗ into
−e∗ quasiholes as T, V → 0, thereby transmitting charge 2e∗
into the superconductor. Such events are possible since the
pairing-gapped trench can resonantly absorb fractional charge
due to the ground-state degeneracy. (Ref. [23] briefly ex-
plored an analogous transport phenomenon in a bilayer setup.)
Second—and more importantly—if the (ungapped) quantum
Hall edge used as a lead supports purely chiral charge exci-
tations, the outgoing quasihole continues in the same direc-
tion around the edge as Fig. 2(b) illustrates. We refer to this
process as Andreev conversion to distinguish it from standard
Andreev reflection in which the hole retraces the incoming
particle’s path [43]. The superconductor and quantum Hall
edges thus form a trijunction in which the current and volt-
age in each leg exhibits a strong dynamical constraint. When
multiple superconducting trenches are immersed in the same
quantum Hall fluid, this dynamical constraint underlies vari-
ous non-local transport anomalies. In what follows we theo-
retically establish the perfect Andreev conversion noted above
under rather general circumstances and then discuss several
novel circuit elements that follow.
Perfect Andreev conversion. One can access the transport
phenomena we describe using many different quantum Hall
phases. The conceptually simplest corresponds to a ν = 1
integer quantum Hall state, though coupling to superconduc-
tivity in this case appears non-trivial due to spin polarization.
Alternatively, the ν = 1 edge mode can arise from the mag-
netically gapped surface of a 3D topological insulator [33, 34].
In this realization one can utilize ordinary s-wave supercon-
ductors; moreover, orbital magnetic fields are not required.
Quantum Hall phases with multiple edge channels also suf-
fice. We will simply require that the edge supports a single,
chiral charge mode that at low energies decouples from all
other neutral modes. This decoupling occurs, e.g., for hier-
archical states at ν = n/(2np + 1) (n and p are integers)
due to disorder as shown by Kane and Fisher [35]. Among
this series the spin-unpolarized ν = 2/3 state is particularly
advantageous, in part because here too one can induce pair-
ing via an s-wave superconductor. Another virtue is that the
instabilities leading to the zero-modes occur at weak coupling
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FIG. 2: (a) Electrons injected from a normal lead towards a 1D
topological superconductor perfectly Andreev reflect into holes due
to coupling with a Majorana zero-mode at the junction. (b) The
zero-mode in a pairing-gapped trench of a quantum Hall fluid simi-
larly mediates ‘perfect Andreev conversion’, transforming incoming
quasiparticles from the edge into outgoing quasiholes. In either case,
the superconductor absorbs the excess charge.
for a range of realistic parameters. We expound on this impor-
tant technical point in the Supplementary Information, which
explores the ν = 2/3 case in greater detail.
Suppose that we etch a trench into a quantum Hall sys-
tem and then fill the void with a superconductor as shown
in Fig. 2(b). Provided the trench width does not exceed the
superconductor’s coherence length, the proximity effect can
then gap out the adjacent edge modes through Cooper pairing.
As noted earlier one thereby creates zero-modes at the ends of
the trench that encode a ground-state degeneracy for the inter-
vening pairing-gapped region. We will now explore transport
resulting when the gapless chiral charge mode impinging on
the trench hybridizes with one of these zero-modes.
The key physical mechanism is that at low energies the
gapped trench imposes certain boundary conditions that relate
incoming and outgoing quasiparticles from the adjacent gap-
less edge. Consider first the limit in which the gapless edge
state completely decouples from the superconducting trench.
Concretely, one could envision adding near the boundary a
small tunneling-gapped region as in Fig. 1(b) to block cou-
pling to the zero-mode. In this case incoming quasiparticles
continue along the edge uninterrupted by the trench, and the
action governing the charge mode of interest is simply that of
an unperturbed edge [36]:
Scharge =
−1
4piν
∫
dx dt ∂xφ (∂t + v∂x)φ, (1)
with φ a field that determines the total edge charge density
through ρ = e∂xφ/(2pi). Commutation relations implicit
in the action imply that eiφ is an operator that adds charge
e∗ = νe. Throughout we assume that this charge mode decou-
ples from all neutral modes—should any exist. Equation (1)
describes a fixed point for the edge at which particles undergo
‘perfect normal transmission’ upon hitting the trench.
3Next we incorporate weak coupling to the zero-mode near-
est to the edge, which allows charge e∗ to pass between the
gapless edge and the pairing-gapped region. Such processes
perturb the above fixed-point action with a term
δSzero−mode = Γ
∫
dt
[
eiΦe−iφ(x=x0,t) + H.c.
]
, (2)
where x0 is the position where the trench and gapless charge
mode intersect, Γ denotes the bare coupling strength, and eiΦ
is an operator that cycles the charge on the pairing-gapped re-
gion of the trench by e∗ (mod 2e). Under renormalization Γ
flows according to ∂`Γ = (∆ − 1)Γ, where ` is a logarith-
mic rescaling factor and ∆ = ν/2 is the scaling dimension of
the tunneling operator in Eq. (2). For ν < 2—to which we
specialize hereafter—hybridization with the zero-mode thus
constitutes a relevant perturbation that destabilizes the perfect
normal transmission fixed point.
The system then flows to a different fixed point at which
coupling to the zero-mode imposes nontrivial boundary con-
ditions on the gapless charge mode at x = x0. This boundary
condition can be expressed as
φout = 2Φ− φin (3)
with φout/in ≡ φ(x = x0 ± 0+) denoting gapless charge-
sector fields evaluated just above and below the trench. Equa-
tion (3) causes incoming charge-e∗ quasiparticles (eiφ) added
relative to the superconductor’s potential to continue as out-
going −e∗ quasiholes (e−iφ), with the pairing-gapped trench
absorbing the deficit charge 2e∗ (e2iΦ). This is precisely the
Andreev conversion process described earlier. There is, how-
ever, a competing effect, whereby electrons tunnel directly
past the trench. We now address the relevance of these pro-
cesses at the ‘perfect Andreev conversion’ fixed point defined
by the boundary condition in Eq. (3).
Any perturbation that tunnels an electron past the trench
takes the form
δStunneling = λ
∫
dt
[
eiφin/ν−iφout/νOn + H.c.
]
→ λ
∫
dt
[
e2i(φin−Φ)/νOn + H.c.
]
, (4)
where λ is the coupling strength and On contains possible
neutral parts of the electron tunneling operator (e.g., opera-
tors that transfer spin). In the second line we used Eq. (3) to
eliminate φout. The scaling dimension of the above electron
tunneling term reads ∆e = (2/ν) + ∆n, with ∆n the scal-
ing dimension of On. Consequently, any operator that trans-
fers electron charge across the trench has ∆e > 2/ν and is
hence irrelevant for ν < 2—implying stability of the perfect
Andreev conversion fixed point in the regime of interest [44].
Numerous interesting consequences for transport follow from
this general result.
Doubled Hall voltage. Consider again the setup of
Fig. 2(b), where a normal electrode at potential V injects
charge along the lower quantum Hall edge towards a grounded
superconducting trench. We temporarily assume negligible
contact resistances; the lower edge is then also at potential
V . For ‘small’ V (quantified below), injected charge un-
dergoes perfect Andreev conversion at the trench. Thus the
conductance G doubles compared to a standard two-terminal
measurement—i.e., G = 2σH, where σH = νe2/h is the Hall
conductance. For ν = 1 the physics essentially maps to the
1D topological superconductor case described earlier, modulo
the spatial separation of incoming and outgoing modes.
The potential on the upper quantum Hall edge, where the
outgoing Andreev-converted carriers flow, follows from cur-
rent conservation. More precisely, since the same current
I = GV passing through the superconductor traverses the
quantum Hall fluid, the current must additionally satisfy I =
σHVH (VH is the Hall voltage). Consistency requires that the
Hall voltage, like the conductance, is also doubled compared
to the case where both source and drain are normal electrodes.
That is, the potential on the upper edge is−V , opposite that of
the lower edge. This implies that the Andreev-converted car-
riers do not equilibrate with the superconductor; rather equi-
libration occurs at the normal electrode in Fig. 2(b).
Consider next the more general situation where the po-
tential for the superconductor is VSC and that of the incom-
ing/outgoing quantum Hall edges is Vin/out. Due to the dou-
bled conductance the current flowing out of the superconduc-
tor is I = 2σH(Vin − VSC), while the (same) current crossing
the Hall fluid obeys I = σH(Vin − Vout). It follows that
Vout = 2VSC − Vin, (5)
which we will frequently employ in the forthcoming discus-
sion. These results apply when temperature and the supercon-
ductor/quantum Hall voltage differences are (i) small com-
pared to the zero-mode hybridization energy Γ [recall Eq. (2)]
and (ii) sufficiently small that the irrelevant electron tunneling
terms [Eq. (4)] remain inoperative; this is the regime where
perfect Andreev conversion holds. Note also that imperfect
superconducting contact will decrease the voltage drop com-
pared to Eq. (5). In general, Vout = Vin + η(VSC − Vin),
where the quality factor η ranges between 0 (no contact) and
2 (ideal superconducting contact). We stress that if both elec-
trodes were normal, η could never exceed 1. Unless otherwise
stated, we will assume ideal superconducting contacts in the
devices described below to emphasize their unusual behavior.
Transistor for fractional charge. Figure 3 illustrates a sim-
ple example of non-local effects resulting when multiple su-
perconducting trenches appear in the quantum Hall system.
Here, all superconductors are set to the same potential. Un-
like in the Josephson effect, their relative phases are inconse-
quential – we assume that any notion of phase coherence is
lost along the edges connecting the leads. The charge, how-
ever, is conserved in such transport and, as a consequence,
in Fig. 3(a)—where the number of superconductors is even—
current can only flow from one superconductor to another if
it flows in all four simultaneously, with relative orientations
specified in the figure. Sending current from the left to bottom
4I I
I
I(a) (b) I = 0
FIG. 3: (a) Quantum Hall fluid with four pairing-gapped trenches
generated by equipotential superconductors. If each superconductor
induces perfect Andreev conversion, the same current I must flow
through all four superconductors, with relative orientation indicated
by the large arrows. (b) If an odd number of equipotential super-
conductors enter the quantum Hall fluid, the system can no longer
carry dc current, as the charge added to the superconductors due to
Andreev conversion time-averages to zero.
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FIG. 4: (a) Current/voltage mirror and (b) current/voltage swap cir-
cuit elements generated from perfect Andreev conversion.
superconductors, for instance, necessarily yields the same cur-
rent flow from right to top, a behavior reminiscent of the non-
local transport mediated by excitons in bilayer quantum Hall
systems [37]. The restricted current arises because (i) quasi-
particles undergo perfect Andreev conversion at each trench
and (ii) a given superconductor receives the same charge un-
der subsequent ‘round trips’ along the edge. By contrast,
with an odd number of equipotential superconductors, as in
Fig. 3(b), (direct) current can simply not flow. This becomes
evident upon tracing the path of a single quasiparticle around
the edge. On the first round trip, the quasiparticle deposits
charge on each superconductor due to Andreev conversion,
but on the next pass removes these same charges because the
number of superconductors is odd. Figure 3 illustrates the rel-
evant quasiparticle processes in both cases. One can utilize
this even/odd effect to create a transistor for fractional charge
by using gates to controllably isolate one of the superconduc-
tors from the rest of the system.
Voltage/Current Mirror. Suppose we have a device with
four superconducting trenches [as in Fig. 3(a)] but now allow
their potentials to vary. The constraints imposed by Eq. (5),
together with the doubled conductance relating voltage to cur-
rent, leave the system with only three remaining degrees of
freedom. The first corresponds to current flow in the pattern
−N
V
V
V
V
Induced
flux Φ
I
FIG. 5: A voltage V applied to the normal electrode on the left gen-
erates current in the superconducting loop on the right. The induced
flux is proportional to V—hence the circuit acts as a ‘flux capacitor’.
Unlike a standard inductor current need not flow through the battery.
shown by Fig. 3(a). A second degree of freedom appears in
Fig. 4(a), where we ground the upper and lower superconduc-
tors while raising the voltage of the left superconductor (the
control). The voltage of the remaining superconductor (the
output) necessarily goes down, mirroring the change. As in
Fig. 3(a), the current carried away by the output is opposite
that flowing into the control; excess current flows to ground
via the top and bottom superconductors. We are left, then,
with a device that reverses both the voltage and the current
flow from input to output. One can access the final degree of
freedom by changing the relative voltage of the two grounded
superconductors. The response to such a change may be in-
terpreted as a superposition of Fig. 4(a) with the same setup
rotated by 90◦.
Voltage/Current Swap. In a system with three ideal equipo-
tential superconducting trenches, we have already shown that
no current can flow [recall Fig. 3(b)]. However, suppose
that—as in Fig. 4(b)—we ground only the top superconductor
and set the current and voltage on the bottom (control) super-
conductor. The third superconductor functions as the output.
In this case the constraints of Eq. (5) lead to the unusual re-
sult that the two independent information channels (for a su-
perconductor), current and voltage, are swapped at the output
relative to the input. For instance, if the current flowing into
the control terminal is Iin then the voltage at the output is
Iin/(2σH); likewise, if the control terminal voltage is V , the
output current is Iout = 2σHV . (Excess current again flows
to ground.)
Superconducting Flux-based Capacitor. Consider next
Fig. 4(b) in the limit where the right superconductor is also
held to ground. In this case the input current Iin must clearly
vanish. Nevertheless, the voltage V on the bottom control su-
perconductor induces a current 2σHV flowing from the top to
the right superconducting contacts, even though the latter re-
main at the same potential. Note that this is consistent with
Fig. 3(b) since in the limit V = 0 all currents vanish. This
effect persists for larger odd numbers of superconductors as
well, in which case current of magnitude 2σHV flows in all
grounded terminals, with a sign alternating from lead to lead.
Finally, let us examine the circuit in Fig. 5, where we use
5analogous physics to create a ‘flux capacitor’ in which a volt-
age stores magnetic flux. Here a pair of superconducting
trenches connect into a loop on the right side, while a nor-
mal electrode on the left is held at potential V relative to the
superconductors by a battery. Once again using Eq. (5) to
determine the voltages along the circuit, we find that current
I = 2σHV flows around the superconducting loop, generat-
ing flux Φ ≡ CΦV . The ‘flux capacitance’ CΦ is determined
by the loop’s inductance. We emphasize that unlike an ordi-
nary inductor, no current flows through the power source or
resistor at steady state in the ideal η = 2 device. Rather, the
applied voltage merely sets the level of circulating current in
the superconducting loop.
Discussion. It is worth reiterating that the non-local trans-
port anomalies in the devices proposed above originate from
zero-modes bound to non-Abelian defects induced by the su-
perconductors. Characterization of these circuit elements is
therefore a natural first step in the pursuit of topological quan-
tum computation with such systems [9, 10, 15, 38]. Another
tantalizing application is the construction of low-power log-
ical circuits. These circuits would have an advantage in the
control of low-temperature quantum information devices, as
they would coexist within the same low-temperature environ-
ment. Depending on the implementation, it may also be possi-
ble to produce such logical circuits ‘on-chip’ with quantum in-
formation implementations already based on 2D-electron gas
and/or superconducting elements. These applications likely
extend to alternative setups as well. The topological-insulator-
based interferometers proposed in Refs. [33, 34] yield a re-
lated mechanism for perfect Andreev conversion, and thus
should also form the backbone of nontrivial circuit elements.
Quantum Hall bilayers (without superconductivity) provide
another promising venue. Novel dc transformers were pro-
posed in this context a decade ago [39], and given that a bi-
layer variant of Andreev conversion is already theoretically
established [23] other interesting elements are likely also pos-
sible.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
In this section we characterize the instabilities leading to
parafermionic zero-modes in a spin-unpolarized ν = 2/3
quantum Hall system, which for reasons elucidated below is
a particularly promising platform for the transport anomalies
described in the main text. To begin we summarize the edge
theory for this quantum Hall state using K-matrix formal-
ism [S1]. The edge modes of the unpolarized 2/3 state are
described by two bosonic fields φ↑,↓ and an associated K-
matrix K =
(
1 2
2 1
)
and charge vector q =
(
1
1
)
. In this de-
scription, the edge electron density is given by (1/2pi)qᵀ∂xφ
and the filling fraction reads ν = qᵀK−1q = 2/3. A trench
etched in the quantum Hall liquid brings two counterpropagat-
ing sets of such modes into close proximity with one another.
Disregarding tunneling and pairing terms for the moment, the
Lagrangian density for the edge modes opposite the trench is
L0 = 1
4pi
∂xφI (KIJ∂tφJ − VIJ∂xφJ) , (S1)
where we have four bosonic fields φI , two for each side of
the trench. The extended K-matrix for this doubled sys-
tem is K =
(
K 0
0 −K
)
, while the matrix V captures the
density-density interactions both within each edge and across
the trench.
For simplicity, we assume the two edges are symmetric and
that the interactions are invariant under SU(2) spin rotations.
(Note that an equivalent SU(2) symmetry emerges due to dis-
order in the polarized ν = 2/3 state [S2]; here, however, the
SU(2) symmetry is manifestly that of spin.) This gives us the
generic for m
V =

v1 v2 v3 v4
v2 v1 v4 v3
v3 v4 v1 v2
v4 v3 v2 v1
 . (S2)
Of course the SU(2) spin symmetry is not guaranteed micro-
scopically. In particular, this symmetry is broken by a Zee-
man field, which takes the form HZeeman = (h/2pi)n
ᵀ
t ∂xφ,
with nᵀt = (1,−1, 1,−1). This term has scaling dimen-
sion 1, but can be absorbed into L0 via a redefinition φ →
φ − hxV−1nt. However, this absorbtion will cause other
terms involving exp (inᵀt φ) to oscillate on the length scale
pi(v1 − v2 + v3 − v4)/2h.
Next we classify perturbations to Eq. (S1) that can generate
instabilities. There are six types of gap-opening perturbations
that are marginal when h = 0 and density–density interactions
between the two edges are absent, i.e. v3 = v4 = 0. Charge
hopping and pairing terms each come in two varieties due to
spin degeneracy. We can divide these into perturbations that
form either spin singlets or spin triplets across the trench. In
addition, there are marginal perturbations that do not transfer
charge but involve singlet or triplet spin correlations across the
trench. These perturbations are listed in Table I, along with
their scaling dimensions (expressed in terms of parameters u
and v defined in the caption).
Process Operators Scaling Dimension
singlet hopping e±
1
2
c
ᵀ
h Kφe±
1
2
nᵀs Kφ 1
2
e2u + 3
2
e2v
triplet hopping e±
1
2
c
ᵀ
h Kφe±
1
2
n
ᵀ
t Kφ 1
2
e−2u + 3
2
e2v
singlet pairing e±
1
2
cᵀp Kφe±
1
2
nᵀs Kφ 1
2
e2u + 3
2
e−2v
triplet pairing e±
1
2
cᵀp Kφe±
1
2
n
ᵀ
t Kφ 1
2
e−2u + 3
2
e−2v
neutral singlet e±n
ᵀ
s Kφ 2e2u
neutral triplet e±n
ᵀ
t Kφ 2e−2u
TABLE I: The six types of gap-opening perturbations that are
marginal when h = v3 = v4 = 0. There are two represen-
tatives of each neutral type and four of each charged type. Here
cᵀh = (1, 1,−1,−1), cᵀp = (1, 1, 1, 1), nᵀs = (1,−1,−1, 1), and
nᵀt = (1,−1, 1,−1). The important parameters u and v are defined
as tanh 2u = − (v3−v4)
v1−v2 and tanh 2v = −
(v3+v4)
v1+v2
.
We now focus our attention on a system in which an ordi-
nary s-wave superconductor couples to the trench, and there-
fore proximity-induces singlet pairing. Likewise, we will as-
sume that electron hopping across the trench acts merely to
restore the original quantum Hall state, rather than introduc-
ing additional spin flips. We therefore choose parameters such
that singlet pairing, singlet hopping, and neutral singlet cou-
pling are the dominant perturbations. Note that these terms
are unaffected by the Zeeman field, while the triplet terms
will have oscillating coefficients. Using Table I, we can find
a region of parameter space for which all three singlet terms
are simultaneously relevant by simply setting u < 0, v ≈ 0.
This is reasonable as a physical regime, given that we must
have |v1| > |v2| for stability of the individual edges and re-
pulsive interactions will generically give v2 > 0, since v2 is
the density-density interaction between charges on the same
edge. Likewise v3 represents repulsion between charges of
the same spin on opposite edges, and v4 encodes repulsion
between charges of opposite spins on opposite edges. It is not
unreasonable to expect v3 > v4, and thus u < 0. We shall
work in this parameter regime for the remainder of this analy-
sis.
The fact that singlet pairing and direct tunneling across the
7trench can become simultaneously relevant for the same set
of (reasonable) parameters is a great virtue of the unpolar-
ized ν = 2/3 state. That is, the superconductor can induce a
gap along the trench under the same conditions in which the
2/3 state itself would also reform. This feature is difficult to
achieve in other Abelian quantum Hall states. [Consider, e.g.,
the ν = 2/5 state with the same interaction matrix in Eq. (S2).
Here the scaling dimensions for the superconducting and tun-
neling perturbations respectively read ∆S = 12e
2u+ 52e
2v and
∆T =
1
2e
2u + 52e
−2v . These two terms cannot both be made
relevant (i.e. ∆S,T < 2) for the same values of u and v.]
Crucially, although both singlet pairing and hopping terms
are relevant at ν = 2/3, the gaps favored by these two pro-
cesses are incompatible with one another. Rather, in any given
region of the trench either the pairing or the hopping mecha-
nism must win out in order for a gap to open. This is because
the (charge-sector) fields that these two types of coupling try
to pin are dual to one another. If one of them is pinned, the
other must fluctuate. For ν = 2/3, though, there is no such
issue in the neutral sector—i.e., all three singlet terms in Ta-
ble I favor gapping the neutral fields in compatible ways. The
neutral sector thus gaps out trivially, independent of which
mechanism wins out.
As is the case when there is only one type of (fractional)
edge mode, the boundary between a region of the trench
gapped by pairing and one gapped by direct hopping sup-
ports a parafermionic zero-energy mode [S3–S5]. In this case,
the zero mode has a Z3 character. The main text describes a
number of nontrivial consequences for transport when these
(and other types of zero modes) are probed with quantum
Hall edges. As an aside, we also comment that the unpolar-
ized 2/3 case may be of particular interest for more traditional
topological quantum information applications because of the
complete gapping of the neutral sector. This gap partially in-
oculates the zero modes here against noise. In particular, stray
electrons cannot directly affect the state of quantum informa-
tion encoded in these zero modes, because they possess nei-
ther the correct charge (2e/3, 4e/3, or 0 mod 2e) nor spin
(always 0) to do so.
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